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Introduction

1 For the last thirty years, research into early Middle Pleistocene deposits has multiplied in Western Europe at sites such as Boxgrove (Roberts et al. 1997) and Happisburgh (Parfitt et al. 2010) in England, Cagny (Tuffreau et al. 2008), Menez-Dregan (Hallegouët et al. 1992) and Soucy (Lhomme 2007) in the north of France, La Noira (Despréié et al. 2010) in the center of France, Notarchirico (Piperno 1999) in Italy and Atapuerca (Carbonell et al. 2001) and Aridos (Santomja et al. 1980) in Spain.

2 In Poitou-Charentes, many Acheulean sites were discovered during the early stages of prehistoric research from the 19th century onwards. In Charentes, well-known sand quarries in the Saint-Amand-de-Graves region yielded early lithic industries, from Saint-Même-les-Carrières to Jarnac (Guillien 1941; Patte 1956, 1972; Airvaux 1983). The Charente alluvions in Charente-Maritime also contain abundant Acheulean remains. Unfortunately, the interlocking terrace system is not well differentiated and often borders on the water table, making fieldwork difficult. In the north of the Deux-Sèvres, at the edge of the Massif armoricain, the Dive and Thouet alluvions contain Acheulean industries (Germond 1982). In Vienne, north of Châtellerault, several Acheulean sites were discovered in the 19th century (Patte 1941). At La Roche-Posay, in the northeast of Vienne, the Creuse alluvions extend between the Vienne department on the left bank and the Indre-et-Loire on the right bank. At La Revaudière, on the commune of Yzeures-sur-
Creuse, the 15-22 m terrace yielded an exceptional Acheulean industry (Fritsch 1972; Gratier & Macaire 1981). This brief overview of the Poitou-Charentes region brings to light a context of many early discoveries of Acheulean sites. However, no excavations had been conducted at any of these sites up until now. There is thus no stratigraphic context and no dating whatsoever for these lithic assemblages.

The site of La Grande Vallée, in Colombiers near Châtellerault, is thus a fundamental addition to these discoveries. We excavated this site from 2005 to 2008, and brought to light several Acheulean assemblages from five archaeological levels in a dated sequence. This paper presents the geological, stratigraphic and chronological context of the site and discusses the nature and the characteristics of the lithic assemblages.

1 – Site discovery and geological and geographical context

The Poitou region in west central France, bounded by the Parisian Basin and the Aquitaine Basin, is a geological sill (le Seuil du Poitou) prolonging the respective extensions of the Massif central and the Massif armoricain (fig. 1). The Jurassic substratum outcrops on the edge of the primary massifs, enclosing the Cretaceous terrains characteristic of the two large sedimentary basins. The Upper Turonian (and sometimes Middle Turonian) stage has been strongly altered right up to south Touraine. The clayey alterites issued from this transformation contain an impressive quantity of tabular flint. The site of La Grande Vallée is located in this geological context, on the edge of the Upper Turonian alterites.

The site is located south of the Loire, in the Vienne department, in Colombiers near Châtellerault (fig. 1 and 2). This commune is on the northern slope of a large woodland plateau of about 8 sq.km, dominating a valley with a northern width of more than 6 km where the Envigne River runs. The latter is a modest tributary of the Vienne River at Châtellerault (fig. 2).

Half way between Colombiers and the neighboring townland of Marigny-Brizay, at La Grande Vallée, there is a short and deep thalweg with a north orientation axis. Here, the small road linking Beaumont to Colombiers follows the curve of the west thalweg slope and that of a structural flat 60 m above the local base level. This flat developed on a lithological weakness underlining the contact between the Lower Turonian limestone base and the Middle Turonian sandstone bars (fig. 2).

In 1995, maintenance work on the road talus and the ditch revealed the presence of fossil deposits on this flat. Abundant artefacts including handaxes were discovered by one of us (J. Airvaux) and the talus section exposed the presence of an extensive site. In 2005, we excavated a 2 sq.m. test pit about 1.5 m deep behind the road talus section. From 2006 to 2008, a programmed operation allowed us to excavate in situ archaeological levels over a surface of 18 sq.m. and to study the stratigraphic sequence of the site.
2 – Stratigraphy and sedimentary dynamics

2.1 - Description of the lithostratigraphic units

The excavation unearthed a three meter thick stratigraphy and has not yet reached the base of the Pleistocene deposits (fig. 3). Five units were identified and described following the study of the facies and sedimentary structures (tab.1). The base deposits are made up
of 1.4 m of massive brown variegated sandy clays interspersed with sandy lenses running into a stony diamicton with blocks further down (unit 5). They are overlain by a thick sheet of 0.6 m of poorly bedded coarse sands with granules and stones (unit 4), covered by a thin sandy lens (unit 3) then a semi-metric deposit of roughly stratified clays with superposed beds containing variable quantities of stones of all sizes and orientation (unit 2). A rather thin discordant colluvium deposit overlies the sediments (unit 1). Besides the archaeological fraction, the coarse elements are made up of silicified limestone debris, flint slabs and gelifracts issued from the alterites capping the mound and pedorelics from old soils, mainly represented by iron oxides. The latter are mainly located in the units from the upper part of the sequence.

2.2 – Sedimentary dynamics and periglacial phenomena

Figure 3 - Stratigraphic log of the site of La Grande Vallée: lithostratigraphic units and archaeological layers (the oblique triangles represent not homogeneous archaeological groups of lithic artifacts coming from an accumulation caused by the erosion of numerous occupancies on the hillside).
Table 1 - Description of lithostratigraphic units. The description of the deposits fabrics follows the terminology proposed by Benn (1994).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Emissaire/au même</th>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>Structure-sédimentaire</th>
<th>Couleur</th>
<th>Fabrique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>Béjaïa tepetite</td>
<td>Matrise</td>
<td>Matrise séparée par une épaisseur de lessive de 1 cm (0,5)</td>
<td>Marron</td>
<td>Isthmiacale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2</td>
<td>Béjaïa, calcaire et argile calcaire</td>
<td>Matrise séparée par une épaisseur de lessive de 1 cm (0,5)</td>
<td>Marron, jaune clair et bleu clair</td>
<td>Isthmiacale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3</td>
<td>Béjaïa, calcaire et argile calcaire</td>
<td>Matrise séparée par une épaisseur de lessive de 1 cm (0,5)</td>
<td>Marron, jaune clair et bleu clair</td>
<td>Isthmiacale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4</td>
<td>Béjaïa, calcaire et argile calcaire</td>
<td>Matrise séparée par une épaisseur de lessive de 1 cm (0,5)</td>
<td>Marron, jaune clair et bleu clair</td>
<td>Isthmiacale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The isotropic fabric, the matrix, the poor stone sorting and the poor bedding in unit 2 designate a deposit edified by successive debris flows (Bertran & Texier 1999). Excellent sand sorting and the sorting features observed microscopically indicate that unit 3 is a runoff deposit (Lenoble 2005). These same criteria and the abundance of the fine fraction show that this process also contributed to the edification of the base deposits (unit 5). But in the latter unit, runoff only plays a secondary role compared to solifluction. The term solifluction is used here in the sense of periglacial solifluction (Washburn 1979; Harris et al. 1997). It designates the slow movement of soil subjected to freeze-thaw cycles on slopes superior to 2° or 3°. This displacement, which varies from one to several centimeters per year, is perpetuated by the action of different processes, namely soil...
swelling during freezeup after segregation ice formation in sediments, subsidence during
thawing, the individual displacement of artefacts on the surface following the formation
of ice needles and episodes of soil liquefaction during thawing. Its contribution to
sedimentation is attested by the cryogenic microstructures of the deposits (lamellar or
granular structure, Murton & French 1994), deformations of sandy beds (stretching and
boudinage) and the lobe morphologies brought to light by the excavations (fig. 4). These
lobes were observed and recorded in transition zones between the clayey facies of the
zone further up and the block accumulation further down. They are made up of elongated
and arched concentrations of stones and flint slabs, extending over one to two meters and
disposed transversally to the slope (fig. 4). Rims such as these are observed in present day
semi-desert periglacial environments subject to solifluction. The stones forming the
paving behind the flows are displaced faster when they are larger and form
concentrations at the flow fronts. This organization is characteristic of stone banked
solifluction which generally develops on slight to moderate slopes (Bertran et al. 1995).
The stacking of these fronts is responsible for the facies of blocks and stones observed
downslope in the excavated zone. This latter thus corresponds to a zone of flow
immobilization at the foot of the slope. The sorting of the coarse fraction, the reverse
grading and the preferential orientation of long elements in line with slope direction
indicates that unit 4 is also a periglacial solifluction deposit. The facies is not however one
of lobe stacking, but is the superposition of strongly leached flows (absence of fine
fraction, leaching features observed microscopically: washed zones, silty caps). These
features characterize a deposit formed in a transit zone.

The succession of the different terms of the sequence thus signifies aggradation and slope
regularization. The first deposits observed are distal accumulations (unit 5), overlain by
mid slope deposits (units 4 and 3) which are in turn overlain by discontinuous
sedimentation represented by superposed debris flows (unit 2). Moreover, the angular
disconformity separating this latter unit from preceding units shows that these debris
flow episodes accompany the increase of a colluvium cone which covers the previously
regularized slope.

3 – Preliminary dating elements

3.1 - Chronostratigraphy and estimated age of the industries

Sequence formation duration can be estimated by referring to palaeopedological
microscopic observations. The latter can be grouped into three categories: hydromorphic
features (degraded zones or oxide impregnated zones), cryogenic features (lamellar or
granular structure, leaching features) and microbedded clay coatings in relation with the
development of luvisols (Jamagne 2008). The thickness of clay accumulations and the
horizons containing them excludes soils formed during interstadial type climatic
improvement. The leached soils with which these argillic horizons are associated are thus
interglacial. Three horizons linked to three fossil luvisols were identified. Between these
are interspersed frost structured soils, particularly at the base of the deposits where
solifluction is the main agent of sedimentation. The hydromorphic traits are ubiquitous
and could belong to different soil types. The superposition of an argillic horizon with a
frost structured profile (granular horizon overlying a horizon with lamellar structure)
thus results from a glacial-interglacial cycle. These poorly detailed results indicate a site
with low accretion formed over a long time period – three distinct glacial-interglacial cycles were recorded in the sequence. The most recent fossil argillic horizon is at the summit of the sequence where it is truncated by the uppermost deposits (unit 1). The discordant character of the deposits from this last unit, their colluvial nature and the associated recent soil show that this upper unit is formed by sediments in transit in the upslope segment subject to erosion. This is evidence of slope evolution in reaction to the hollowing of the small valley « La Grande Vallée » and the subsequent lowering of the base level. This evolution of the base level implies a long period of morphogenesis which means that the underlying argillic horizon cannot be ascribed to the Holocene. For this reason, this pedological horizon represents a minima a soil formed during isotopic stage 5 and the underlying argillic horizons can be respectively ascribed to stages 7 and 9. The industry collected at the base of unit 5 in solifluction deposits cannot be younger that the preceding glacial cycle, that is isotopic stage 10. An age of 350 ka is thus a reasonable estimation of the age of these industries. The discontinuous sedimentation, in particular in the upper part of the stratigraphy, points towards the probable presence of a hiatus. Therefore, the age of the deposits deduced from the palaeosoil succession is a minimum age.

The maximum age of the site can be estimated by taking account of the regional rate of valley incision. The dating of alluvial formations in the middle course of the nearby Creuse valley indicates a recess of the base level of 10 cm per millennium (Voinchet et al. 2010). The local absence of tectonic activity means that this rate and the position of the site in relation to the base level can be retained to estimate the age of the formation of the flat. This latter could thus not be older than 600 ka. The estimation of minimum and maximum ages places the industries from unit 5 in a time bracket between 350 and 600 ka, which corresponds to the second third of the Middle Pleistocene.

3.2 – Preliminary thermoluminescence dating of levels 5a and 5c

Thermoluminescence (TL) dating of heated flints establishes the time elapsed since the last heating of the sample in a prehistoric fire. This method directly dates a human activity, which is actually visible in the archaeological record. TL dating uses the omnipresence of ionizing radiation which results in excited electron states (charges). These are measured by thermoluminescence and provide the total accumulated dose (palaeodose), which is divided by the dose rate in order to obtain an age estimate. While the internal dose rate is determined through neutron activation analysis (U, Th, K) the precise external $\Phi$-dose-rate can not be measured because the samples are removed from context during excavation. Instead, measurements were performed with $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$:$\text{C}$ dosemeters in several positions (tab.2), in order to provide an average external $\Phi$-dose-rate for each stratigraphic sedimentary unit of the site. The presence of very large flint pieces (with a low concentration of radioactive elements) and of sedimentary clay as matrix (with a high concentration of radioactive elements) results in very heterogeneous external $\Phi$-dose rates. Some samples may have been close or wedged between flint blocks, and therefore were exposed to a small $\Phi$-dose-rate, others received large doses, because their immediate sedimentological environment was dominated by clay, and they were thus exposed to high dose-rates. This categorizes the sediments as “lumpy” (Schwarcz 1994). However, the measured external $\Phi$-dose-rates are rather homogeneous, which contrasts sharply with the high palaeodose variability. The uncertainty concerning
the external $\text{F}_0$-dose for each individual sample thus lead to a wide spectrum of ages, and entail the inevitable use of an average value. Only if several samples are dated an average age result can be calculated which is close to the actual age of the samples. The protocol followed here is described in Richter et al. (2010 and supplement). The preliminary results of the analysis of three heated flints from level 5a are presented below with the results of three others from level 5c (tab. 2 and 3, fig. 5 and 6). HPGe-gamma spectrometry did not reveal any disequilibrium in the U- or Th-decay chains of the fine grain components of the sediments. These measurements indicate the absence of recent disequilibria and it is thus assumed that the external $\text{F}_0$-dose rate was constant over the entire burial time of the pieces.

The preliminary ages appear to be divided into two groups, one around 450 ka, the other around 650 ka, with one sample from each level in the latter group (tab. 4). Due to the fact that only few samples have been analysed so far, it cannot be decided if these data represent outlier or are just extreme values of a wide age distribution. Statistically, all the samples are of the same age ($2\sigma$). This indicates that the two layers accumulated over a relatively short period of time somewhere around 500 ka.

Table 2 - External $\gamma$ dose rates measured with $\alpha$-Al2O3:C dosemeters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dosimètre N°</th>
<th>Niveau</th>
<th>Carré</th>
<th>Débit de dose $\gamma$ (µGy a$^{-1}$) ±</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>E7s3</td>
<td>918 ± 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>D7s3/4</td>
<td>1358 ± 267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>D4s1/2</td>
<td>886 ± 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>C7s4</td>
<td>868 ± 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>E7s4</td>
<td>979 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>E4s2</td>
<td>877 ± 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>E4s1</td>
<td>852 ± 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>B7/B8</td>
<td>987 ± 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>C8s4</td>
<td>1010 ± 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>B7s4</td>
<td>825 ± 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td>B8s2</td>
<td>900 ± 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moyenne</td>
<td>5a</td>
<td></td>
<td>951 ± 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5c</td>
<td>F7s3</td>
<td>559 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>5c</td>
<td>E7s3</td>
<td>1075 ± 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>5c</td>
<td>E4s2</td>
<td>1048 ± 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>5c</td>
<td>D7s3/4</td>
<td>1175 ± 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>5c</td>
<td>E4s1</td>
<td>924 ± 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>5c</td>
<td>D4s1/2</td>
<td>937 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moyenne</td>
<td>5c</td>
<td></td>
<td>953 ± 214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 - Preliminary values of TL measurements, radiochemical analysis (NAA) and dose rates.
4 – The lithic industries

4.1 – Taphonomy and implication of sedimentary processes in the nature of lithic assemblages

Lithic industry is present in units 2, 4 and 5. There are only several dispersed pieces at the summit of the sequence. The number of pieces increases progressively and makes up most of the coarse sedimentary fraction at the base of the deposits. The remains contained in units 2 and 4 are sorted, as are natural debris. These pieces have clearly been redistributed, representing a residual fraction remobilized at each slope sedimentation period. These multiple remobilization phenomena resulted in the degradation of the pieces, which are broken with crushed or blunted ridges and sometimes with a white patina. This is not the case for objects in unit 5, particularly at the base, where archaeological remains make up the majority, if not the totality of the coarse fraction. The absence of sorting of the archaeological pieces in the deposits at the base of the slope is compatible with the hypothesis of anthropic transport. The remains were nonetheless redistributed by solifluction: the concentration of pieces in flow fronts, the transversal orientation of elongated flakes in relation to the slope within these fronts and parallel to the main slope elsewhere, as well as the decrease in size of pieces moving away from the lobes are all characteristics of redistribution by solifluction (Bertran et al. 1997; Lenoble et al. 2009). The resulting transformation of the archaeological levels remains, however, difficult to gauge as the intensity of degradations generated by solifluction is linked above all to the length of the process (Texier et al. 1998; Lenoble et al. 2007).

For the levels from unit 5 the microwear study of the pieces and the archaeological coherence of the series are elements which will enable us to gauge the impact of this degradation, which does not, in any way cast doubt on the age of the series which are stratigraphically well situated. As it stands, the archaeological studies show that these solifluction phenomena seem to have affected complexes which were initially homogeneous (before mobilization/transformation), corresponding at the most to several chronologically close occupations (on a Lower Palaeolithic timescale). To the naked eye the pieces are in an excellent state of preservation. Only the microwear study showed the presence of flat polish, often quite intense, of a patina sheen and of small natural chips indicating that alterations probably result from strong pressure over a long period of time rather than from brief contacts (such as those produced by trampling or falling blocks). This observation is coherent with the solifluction process identified during the geoarchaeological analysis described above. In view of the conditions of deposit formation and preservation, only the levels from unit 5 present any real archaeological interest. Our paper will logically focus on the description of these industries below.
Figure 5 - Additive (upper line) and regeneration (lower line) TL growth curves of sample COL-51. The dotted line is the scaled regeneration after the slide, which provides the palaeodose.

Figure 6 - Natural and additive TL glow curves of sample COL-51 with the heating plateau in grey.
4.2 – Lithic raw material provenances

The Colombiers region makes up the southern extension of the Upper Turonian with large siliceous slabs which extends from the south Touraine region. This flint was widely exploited during the recent and final Neolithic in regions stretching from the northeast of Vienne to Grand-Pressigny (Indre-et-Loire). This Upper Turonian tabular flint is the main raw material used at La Grande Vallée. At Colombiers this material sometimes contains inclusions of macro-bioclasts, generally vegetal (mosses). This appears to be a local feature in the region around Châtellerault. Apart from this widely used flint, several other type of lithic raw materials were used by prehistoric groups, such as Jurassic flint (Bajocian) which could come from the Poitiers region, twenty kilometers to the south, or from the Clain or Vienne alluvial deposits close to the site. One Fontmaure jasper flake from Vellèches, 30 km to the north, was found at the site. Several pieces in glossy sandstone or high quality purple to violet quartzite are of unknown provenance. The quartzite may come from Fontmaure, but we cannot be sure. One handaxe made of Tertiary millstone which is an abundant raw material in the eastern half of the department. The nearest buhrstone source is less than 10 km from the site. In sum, the Acheuleans from La Grande Vallée exploited a radius of at least 30 km around the site for raw material procurement. The most reliable data concern the Fontmaure jasper as the outcrop is very localized. However, as mentioned above, most of the lithic raw materials are local and readily available a hundred meters or so above the excavated zone.

4.3 – Characteristics of the lithic industries from unit 5

In the scope of this paper we will treat the assemblages from the different levels of unit 5 as a single entity in order to expose the main common features of the industries. After the first three years of excavations, 18,540 lithic pieces had been found with 1,034 burnt elements from all the unit 5 levels (tab. 5). All stages of the chaînes opératoires are...
represented, from raw material acquisition (cf. § 4.2) to tool discard. Three types of blocks were selected for the predominant productions in Upper Turonian flint: large slabs (up to 2 m long and 8 to 30 cm thick), small slabs (about 30 cm long and 3 to 7 cm thick) and flat oval shaped nodules of variable dimensions.

19 The main site objective can clearly be identified as handaxe production (fig. 7). Three chaînes opératoires were applied to this production.

20 The first begins with the selection of slabs of small dimensions. These are shaped by a series of removals (alternating or not) with a hard hammerstone to form an active zone. A back corresponding to the edge of the slab and a base are reserved in order to be used as a prehensive zone (fig. 7.4). The active zone is sometimes subjected to a second shaping phase which regularizes and refines the cutting edge angle using more tangential soft hammer percussion. The type of handaxe obtained is asymmetrical with a characteristic V shaped section due to the conservation of a prehensive slab edge zone.

21 The second chaîne opératoire begins with the selection of small and medium sized oval-shaped nodules. The presence of many roughouts attests initial shaping by a series of hard hammer removals often carried out following a “side to side” pattern. A second finishing phase is conducted using soft, organic and tangential percussion, as indicated by the thin shaping flakes with little developed conchoidal zones, butt morphology, the sagittal curve and the morphology of the scars present on the handaxes. Some pieces have a cortical area at the base, reserved for gripping.

22 The third chain is a combination of debitage and shaping (as defined by Brenet 2011). A first stage consists of producing large flakes which are then shaped at a later stage. For this, prehistoric groups selected large nodules or plaques which they fractured before debitage. These selected elements (plaque or nodule fragments) were debited following unifacial unipolar or centripetal schemas or by progressive alternating removals, sometimes leading to the formation of a hinge all around the edge of the block. The flakes produced are often very large and thick and are used in turn for the second stage of handaxe fabrication, i.e., shaping. In some cases the flakes are first crudely shaped using a hard hammer, as for the second chaîne opératoire described above. In all cases, a finishing phase using a soft hammer is carried out and the active zone on the distal part of the tool is particularly well refined (fig. 7.1, 7.3, 7.5). Most of the handaxes on flakes do not have a reserved proximal unworked zone but often retain the “memory” of the transverse dissymmetry of the flake blank.

23 In addition to the elaboration of bifacial implements, sidescrapers and other types of tool were also made from flakes-debris issued from shaping, from debitage flakes or occasionally from frost cupules. The sidescrapers are mostly simple (fig. 9.8, 9.12) with regular, non-invasive retouch, apart from for the thicker blanks where retouch is more invasive. Some sidescrapers display thinning around the conchoidal zone. The toolkit also contains several denticulates, large notches and other elements most aptly described as choppers (fig. 7.6).

24 An interesting aspect of the debitage is the quest for a certain number of elongated products, although they remain relatively rare. These pieces were extracted from naturally angular ridges on slab edges, yielding one to three laminar flakes (fig. 8.2, 8.3, 8.7). These laminar flakes may have been used as they were, with no subsequent retouch, like debitage or handaxe shaping flakes.
The acquisition and handaxe and tool production phases are particularly well documented at the site but it is also imperative to focus on the use and discard of these pieces. These fundamental phases are attested by the presence of “tranchet blow” flakes and their corresponding scars on abandoned handaxes. The preliminary microwear study brings important results and key elements for discussing the functions of these implements before they were discarded.

Figure 7 - Bifacial productions of unit 5 of la Grande Vallée: 1, 3, 5 – handaxes; 2 – tranchet blow flake; 4 – bifacial artefact with a back; 6 – large scrapper or «tranchoir». Drawings J. Airvaux.

4.4 – Use-wear analysis of the lithic industry from unit 5

After a preliminary examination of several hundred products and retouched tools with the naked eye and the stereomicroscope, 52 pieces were selected for a use-wear analysis, either because they presented possible or obvious use-wear traces or because they were well preserved compared to the rest of the collection. This sample is made up of flakes, retouched flakes, a core, a chopping-tool and bifacial pieces coming from the unit 5 (a, c, e and g). A stereomicroscope (with magnifications of 10 to 30 x) and a metallurgical microscope (100 to 200 x) were used to look for the different types of use-wear (edge damage, rounded edges, polish, striations), by applying the method proposed by S.-A. Semenov (1964) then followed by by R. Tringham et al. (1974) for low power approach and L.-H. Keeley (1977) or P. Anderson-Gerfaud (1981) for high power approach. An experimental reference collection of wear due to use, hafting, transport and alteration (Claud 2008; Claud et al. 2009) was used in order to compare archaeological traces with well-defined experimental traces.
Nineteen pieces out of the selected sample show use-wear traces - scrarring, crushing and abrasion traces - and a total of 21 active areas were recorded. The more frequent traces are those due to percussion on hard materials (fig. 10) but the high frequency of these traces is probably due to the differential preservation of the different use-wear traces. Indeed, post depositional surface and edges modifications (natural crushing, rounded edges, scarring, patina sheen, bright spots and striations), probably mainly resulting from a mechanical origin, are intense and likely to have destroyed the less developed use-wear traces. Nonetheless, several pieces show edge damage due to cutting soft to medium hard materials. Lastly, use-wear traces of a mixed action (percussion and cutting) on medium hard materials were also identified.

In spite of the absence of use polish, it was possible to distinguish two main categories of materials worked (organic versus mineral) and to propose some functional hypotheses for most pieces, based on low power approach and especially the presence or absence of some macro-traces, such as crushing traces, on both archaeological and reference pieces. It is thus very probable that most of the tools were used in a butchery context, either for meat cutting, or for dismembering. The pieces used for percussion are generally heavy, with a thick and comfortable prehensive area opposite to a cutting edge with no point (fig. 10). These are indifferently either non-retouched blanks or tools such as sidescrapers or bifacial pieces. On the other hand, the tools that were used only for cutting actions are lighter and present a convergent active area (two handaxes and a convergent sidescraper).

The traces observed on the seven remaining pieces (including several bifacial pieces and a core) indicate their use for percussion on a hard mineral matter. Some of them are similar to those occurring on experimental debitage flint hammers (Claud et al. 2010; Thiébaut et al. 2010). This kind of percussion traces has been frequently observed on Lower Palaeolithic handaxes (Wymer 1964; Keeley 1980, 1993; Mitchell 1998; Wenban-Smith & Bridgland 2001).
Figure 8 - Debitage elements of unit 5 of la Grande Vallée: 1 – unipolar core; 3 – core which produced two laminar flakes thanks to the angular edge of the slab; 8 – bipolar core; 10 – centripetal core; 2, 7 – laminar flakes; 4, 5, 6, 9 – debitage flakes. Drawings J. Airvaux.
Figure 9 - Retouched end-products of unit 5 of La Grande Vallée: 1, 2 - double scrappers; 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 - simple scrappers; 6, 7, 13 - double convergent scrappers; 10, 11 - denticulates; 12 - double convergent scrapper with thinning on lower face; 14, flake with a large notch; 15, 16 - end-scrapper; 17 - liminal retouched flake. Drawings J. Airvaux.

Figure 10 - Large scrapper used to chop a hard organic material, probably for butchering. It shows large bifacial scarrings, that are mainly semi-circular and with a step termination. The long active area is opposed to a prehensive zone formed by a plan fracture of the original slab, forming a real back.
Conclusions

30 The open-air site of La Grande Vallée is in a very singular location and geological context. Unit 5 on the structural flat contains preserved archaeological levels due to the presence of significant slope deposits which sealed the complex. After Acheulean occupations, the archaeological levels were mobilized by solifluction. This phenomenon modified the spatial distribution of the remains abandoned by Hominids without any stratigraphic interference. Geological observations point towards an age of 350-600 ka for the archaeological levels, which corresponds to the second third of the Middle Pleistocene. This estimation is confirmed by preliminary thermoluminescence dates which tend to situate levels 5a and 5c in a 400-500 ka time bracket. It is probable that ongoing dates for the lower levels (5e, 5g and 5i) yield similar ages.

31 Although the fauna was not preserved, microwear studies and the presence of abundant burnt flints show that the site was not a simple workshop but also hosted other subsistence activities. The site of La Grande Vallée contains a diversified lithic industry with wide typological variety which corresponds to relatively well-defined and stabilized morpho-functional concepts, as well as clear and repetitive chaînes opératoires. The quality of this industry implies the existence of a long anterior evolutionary process. The industry from La Grande Vallée also confirms the ability of Acheulean groups to adapt to raw material variability: pebbles from southern regions, narrow and elongated nodules from western regions, large flint slabs from the Upper Turonian at La Grande Vallée, as is the case throughout the Seuil, Poitou and south Touraine region.

32 This overview of the preliminary results from the first three years of excavations reveals the interest of this site for our knowledge of the first inhabitants of Europe and the assessment of early cultures. Indeed, in spite of a century and a half of research into the subject, the Acheulean and the evolution of the Acheulean remain difficult to grasp, as was recently underlined by E. Nicoud (2011) and numerous authors before that, like A. Tuffreau (2004), among others. In this context, any new discovery concerning this early period is fundamental and adds to a limited corpus of sites, providing new and valuable elements for discussing the nature and the significance of very early assemblages.
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Preliminary results of the first three years of programmed excavation on « La Grande Vallée » at Colombiers in Vienne are presented in this paper. The study of the stratigraphic sequence investigated on three meters deep highlighted the presence of five archaeological levels attributable to Lower Palaeolithic. Archaeological and pedostratigraphic results as well as thermoluminescence on burnt flint converge on an age for lithic industries between 400 and 500 ky. Although deprived of faunal elements, the high wealth of the site is indisputable and gives a new perspective on the knowledge of the settlements in the center-westerner zone of France during this period. Lithic assemblages show a large typological variety with morpho-functional concepts of relatively stabilized tools, as well as specialized and repeated « chaînes opératoires ». Links between the industries of Poitou and those of northern and southern regions indicate the...
high capacity of accommodation of Acheulean groups to important variations in the presentation and the nature of lithic raw materials.
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